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150 Years of Excellence!
This is a monumental year in so many ways. First, we are back together in person
and it feels good. Like you, I am hopeful that the worst of the pandemic is behind
us. Without a doubt, the last two years have been incredibly challenging. I am so
proud of the St. Luke’s University Health Network team and the manner in which we
have dealt with this life altering pandemic. As nurses you all have met this challenge
head on and with grit, determination, grace and compassion. You serve as a shining
example to our colleagues, communities and families.
St. Luke’s is also celebrating 150 years of caring for the communities we serve. 150
years! While other hospitals have come and gone, St. Luke’s continues to flourish
and thrive. That simply would not be possible without our superior nurses and
patient care professionals.
This year’s Nursing Excellence winners were selected by their peers, colleagues
and supervisors for their outstanding nursing care, leadership and community
contributions. You all serve as shining examples of how these qualities are put into
action to benefit our patients, hospitals and our communities.
You may notice that our Nursing Excellence Awards are named in honor of key
contributors to the St. Luke’s Center of Nursing Excellence, an endowment fund
that provides support to nurses in their lifelong commitment to learning and selfdevelopment. The Center provides funding for scholarships, specialty certifications,
continuing education credits, national conferences and research projects. I
encourage each of you, and your colleagues, to take advantage of the Center for
Nursing Excellence education opportunities. As Florence Nightingale taught us,
“Let us never consider ourselves finished as nurses… we must be learning all of our
lives.”
On behalf of St. Luke’s administration, and in honor of National Nurses Month, I
salute the 2022 Nursing Excellence Award Winners and ALL of the fine registered
nurses and patient care (nursing) professionals who practice throughout our strong
and vibrant Network.
Thank you for everything you do.
It is an honor to practice our profession alongside you.

President, St. Luke’s University Hospital – Bethlehem
Chief Nursing Officer, St. Luke’s University Health Network

Additional information regarding St. Luke’s Center for Nursing Excellence
can be found on the inside back cover.

Award Categories
EN T I T Y AWA R D S

The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
This category honors a registered nurse who exhibits the highest standards of
professionalism in their clinical practice and is a role model to other nurses. A
registered nurse who portrays a positive image of nursing through their clinical
excellence, and who have made significant contributions to improve patient
outcomes, patient safety/quality initiatives, staff satisfaction, practice changes,
research or evidence-based practice projects, interdisciplinary collaboration, or
organizational goals. A registered nurse who assists individuals and families in
achieving an optimum state of health and independence for a supported, dignified,
and peaceful end of life.
The Bogdan Family Endowment was established in 1999 through the generosity of Mr. and
Mrs. Barry Bogdan and Clara Ann (Bogdan) Kresge in memory of their mother, Roberta
M. Bogdan, and their aunt, Marie Bogdan, both of whom were long-time employees at St.
Luke’s.

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
A registered nurse who demonstrates the highest standards in their commitment
to supporting our mission, vision, and values. A registered nurse who is committed
to the nursing profession, and who demonstrates, through his/her actions, human
caring, respect and support for all patients, families and colleagues.
An endowment established in 2008 by local Bethlehem business owner, Steve Hovey, and his
wife, Nancy, to improve patient care by supporting the ongoing professional development of
St. Luke’s nurses. The Hoveys retired to Saratoga Springs, NY.

The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
A registered nurse who recognizes that human caring is based on the establishment
of trust and is focused on maintaining the integrity of mind, body and spirit. He/she
respects the dignity and worth of each person.
Established in 1987 through the generosity of long-time St. Luke’s board member Alan
Dillman and his wife, Jean. Alan served as St. Luke’s Board Chairman from 1985-1988.
Their daughter-in-law, Stephanie, was a nurse at St. Luke’s Bethlehem for many years.

Award Categories
EN T I T Y AWA R D S

The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
*Two winners per entity

A clinical support member of the direct patient care team (i.e.: LPN, PCA/NA, UC,
MHT) who demonstrates commitment in the provision of excellent patient care
while mindful of quality and patient satisfaction.
In 2016, Tara and Jim Knicos established an endowment through their Foundation to improve
quality care for St. Luke’s patients. The endowment is named in honor Tara’s mother,
Jacqueline Sheehan.

The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
A registered nurse who demonstrates the ability to lift and inspire others through
attitude, action and example and is recognized by his/her peers as a role model
who obtains and sustains measurable, valued results. This award recognizes those
nurses who have achieved a high level of clinical knowledge and competency,
demonstrate leadership and initiative, contribute to quality of care, and
continuously seek to further their own professional development.
Dr. Jeffrey Jahre, Senior Vice President of Medical and Academic Affairs, and his wife, Nancy,
established this endowment in 2015 in memory of their respective parents. The
purpose of their generous gift is to support the programs and activities of the Center for
Nursing Excellence.

The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
The nurse preceptor provides patient care experiences that assist the newly hired
R.N., in acquiring and enhancing technical skills, clinical knowledge, and critical
thinking. The goals of precepting are to teach, support and coach without taking
over; to capture teachable moments, to guide success, and to prepare a fellow team
member. Preceptors are chosen for their clinical knowledge and know-how, their
communication skills, their professional work ethic and their compassion for others.
This endowment was established in 2016 through a generous bequest from The Estate of
Ruth Greenblat. Ruth was the wife of prominent Allentown business leader, Jack Greenblat.

Award Categories
N E T W O R K AWA R D S

The Dr. Stephen and Sabina Olenchock Advanced Practice Award
An advanced practice registered nurse who holds national specialty certification as
a nurse practitioner, nurse anesthetist, nurse midwife, or clinical nurse specialist.
He/she provides a high level of quality healthcare to patients combining medical
and nursing expertise, advocates on behalf of his/her patients, and demonstrates
commitment to improving patient outcomes and advancing the nursing profession.
Dr. Stephen Olenchock, Chief of Cardiothoracic Surgery at St. Luke’s, and his wife, Sabina,
established an endowment in 2008 to support graduate level nursing through the Center for
Nursing Excellence.

The Mrs. Margaret Peters Patient Care Manager of the Year Award
Patient Care Manager of the Year is described as a leader who has supported his/
her staff and their decisions, an advocate for education, and a clinical manager
who drives quality and efficiency while balancing high patient and staff satisfaction
scores.
This endowment was established in 2010 through a bequest from Mrs. Margaret Peters. Her
husband, Attorney Walter Peters, was a long-time board member at St. Luke’s. Mrs. Peters’
extraordinary gift provided the seed money to formally establish the Center for Nursing
Excellence.

The Donna Sabol Excellence in Quality and Patient Safety Award
The Quality and Patient Safety Award is presented to a nurse in recognition of
the exemplary skills, talents, expertise, commitment and personal attributes that
encompass quality care and patient safety. This nurse demonstrates leadership in
projects associated with nurse sensitive indicators such as CLABSI, restraints, falls,
pressure ulcers, CAUTI, ambulatory quality projects, etc. He/she demonstrates role
modeling and mentoring of others in promoting quality and safety; and serves as a
leader on the unit (formal or informal) to effect positive change in clinical outcomes.
Established in 2015 through the generosity of Donna Sabol, Vice President and Chief Quality
Officer at St. Luke’s, the purpose of this fund is to improve quality care for St. Luke’s patients.

Award Categories
N E T W O R K AWA R D S

The Sam Black Excellence in Community Health &
Ambulatory Preventive Medicine Award
The Excellence in Community Health & Ambulatory Preventive Medicine Award
is presented to a nurse in recognition of excellence in nursing skills, knowledge,
expertise and personal attributes that contribute to the delivery of quality patient
care in an outpatient setting. He/she works collaboratively with key stakeholders
and has a unique opportunity to serve the health and nursing needs of the local
population, ranging from health promotion and prevention of unfavorable health to
early detection and management of chronic conditions.
The Sam Black endowment was established in 1988 through a generous gift from
the Black Family in memory of Mr. Samuel Black in support of nursing education.
A second- generation owner of Morris Black and Sons, Mr. Black served on the St.
Luke’s Board of Trustees for over 26 years. Today, Mr. Black’s son, Robert Black, carries on the family tradition of serving on the St. Luke’s Board of Trustees.

The Katherine Evans Excellence in Behavioral Health Award
The Behavioral Health Award recognizes nurses who demonstrate excellence and
diligence in advancing the care provided to the patient with behavioral health needs
through leadership, dedication, and vision. These nurses are involved in special
projects or programs within their unit, participate in unit committees, demonstrate
clinical expertise, seek further nursing education and are team players.
Established in 2017, this endowment was initiated by Dean Evans, former President
of St. Luke’s Physician Group, in honor of his wife, Kate, and her distinguished services to students, patients and families. It supports the education of nursing staff
and nursing students who care for behavioral health patients throughout St. Luke’s.
ries on the family tradition of serving on the St. Luke’s Board of Trustees.

Thank you
In addition to the individuals listed above, St. Luke’s Center of
Nursing Excellence also receives generous support from the
following individuals, funds and endowments.

The Curtis Barnette Scholarship Endowment Fund
for Moravian College
The Christine Bruschea Endowment Fund for Nursing Excellence
The Jan Concilio Endowment Fund in Support of the Center
for Nursing Excellence
The Emrick Family Endowment in support of the Center
for Nursing Excellence
The Jack Fungard Memorial Endowment Fund
for Nursing Excellence
The Henagan Family Endowment in support of the Center
for Nursing Excellence
The Sandra Kery Memorial Fund for Nursing Education
The Klem Family Nursing Education Endowment
for Quakertown Campus
The Rose Lichtenwalner Oncology Nursing Endowment
The Oncology Nursing Education Fund in Honor of Carol Kuplen
The National Penn Bancshares Quakertown
Nursing Education Endowment
The Dr. Justin and Karen Psaila Center
for Nursing Excellence Endowment
The Snyder Family Nursing Education Endowment
in Honor of Elizabeth (Betty) A. Snyder
The Heather and Frank Vassa Endowed
Nursing Education Scholarship for Quakertown Campus
The Linda R. Young Bethlehem Nursing Excellence Fund
The Linda R. Young
Nursing Education Endowment for Quakertown Campus
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ST. LUK E’S A LL ENTOW N C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
William Eisenbraun, RN, BSN
Operating Room

Bill brings to his role experience with patient and staff satisfaction, which is demonstrated
in his job performance. His work engagement has been defined by his positive attitude
that influences other team members to be successful. Bill has supported and mentored
new nurses in the OR internship program which is related to their success in the
challenging environment of the OR. He portrays remarkable clinical skills and is always
mindful of patient and safety awareness. Bill supports PACU also to help fill staffing
needs. He is passionate, empowered and an engaged clinical nurse. Bill portrays the
professional image of nursing every step of the way and is worthy
of receiving this award.
Nominated by: Marian LeCoultre

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Katrina Cruz, RN
East 5
Katrina is deeply committed to the nursing profession. Every day she is scheduled she is
more than punctual and ready to work. She connects with her patients through respect
and caring. She stays on top of keeping her patients and their families informed with the
plan of care. She is a superb colleague who steps up to the plate. She constantly has a
full assignment while being charge nurse on dayshift, all with a smile on her face and a
“go-getter” attitude. She takes whatever is thrown at her with her head held high. She is
an awesome example of how nurses should behave.
Nominated by: Noemi Hernandez
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ST. LUK E’S A LL ENTOW N C A MPUS
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Brian Bock, RN
Emergency Department
Brian is one of the most deserving people of this award. Brian has so much compassion
for his patients and goes above and beyond to ensure they receive the best care. The
department had a teenager in the department for over a month. Brian assisted this patient
daily by completing his daily living skills and doing whatever it takes to make the patient
happy. Brian was seen helping the patient by cutting his fingernails and toenails and
provided him a mini-spa. The patient was very grateful for Brian and would acknowledge
him with a fist bump and smile. While the department was fearful of the patient, Brian
really built a great rapport with him. Brian was also mopping the hallway and ensuring
the safe area was tidy for all of the patients. Brian does a great job with all the emergency
room patients but his care with this particular patient was top notch. Brian left the patient
with a sense of dignity and respect by providing small gestures of caring that made a
great impact on this child’s life. Brian never complains and takes things in stride. He is an
asset to the department and is deserving of this award.
Nominated by: Michelle Ehret
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ST. LUK E’S A LL ENTOW N C A MPUS
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Nora Sawan
East 5

Nora works full time as a PCA on East 5. She is the picture of what teamwork should
be. Every day she comes in, she checks the schedule and will offer to stay after 3pm to
help with vitals if we are short for 3p-11p shift. Many times, she will stay to help until
7pm when we will be fully staffed. On her shift, she will help her co-workers constantly,
answering everyone’s call bells, teaming up with other nurses or pca’s to care for our
more difficult patients, and checking in with her co-workers to see if they need help. You
will rarely see Nora sitting down. She is an excellent employee and amazing team player!!
Nominated by: Jeannine Romito

Valrie Vale
East 4

I would like to nominate Valrie for the nurse excellence Teamwork award. This past
year we lost all but 2 of our night shift PCAs. It has been a challenge to staff the unit
adequately overnight, but this has not deterred Val. She has stepped up to the challenge
and has really proven her dedication to this unit and the team on nights. Valerie has
consistently flexed her schedule and picked up additional shifts. She has taken back
scheduled time off to help out the unit. She has taken on the role of preceptor and
mentored many new staff. She has had to work harder than ever, and yet has never
complained. She just rolls up her sleeves and dives in, providing wonderful care to all
our patients. All the night shift staff have mentioned how grateful they are to have her
as a team member. She has received countless bravos and shout outs in huddles and
meetings for all of her teamwork. For these reasons, I can think of nobody more deserving
of a Teamwork Award than Valrie Vale!
Nominated by: Nicole Fleming

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S A LL ENTOW N C A MPUS
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Christine Lewbart, MSN,RN, CEN
Surgical Services

With Chris entering her new role she has strived for excellence and inspires everyone
around her. She brings her best self to work every day and elevates others to do their
very best. She models the behaviors that we want to see in each other. Chris brings a high
level of energy to work, encouraging and cheering on everyone in the various surgical
departments. Perioperative leadership is my passion-so I care about having others
understand all aspects of the Operating Room. Chris has been very conscientious with
taking on the Director’s role and diving into new territory to learn the processes in the OR.
She is always supportive and never backs down from taking on a challenge.
Nominated by: Marian LeCoultre

The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Laura Bader, MSN, RN, CNOR
Operating Room

Perioperative Nursing has become a much more diverse challenge requiring a specialized
skill set in areas not seen even a few years ago. Laura is perhaps one of the very few
nurses not only able to show exemplary performance with hybrid technology, robotic
surgery, and “everyday” operative cases but distinctly able to share that wealth of
knowledge with her colleagues and new OR nurses alike. Laura recently attained her
Clinical Nurse Leader certification. She has taken on an active role of providing students
from St. Luke’s School of Nursing with exposure to the perioperative phase of care. This
requires a ground up, start from the beginning patience like a coach and rookie player
relationship. Her ability to redirect that information for the new arrival of any nurse is
more like the veteran free agent changing teams. As a preference card builder within the
OR, Laura understands and conveys the importance of preparation and nurse-surgeon
interaction well before the patient arrives. The current staffing challenge highlights the
importance of expedient, thorough and unwavering dedication to education while always
maintaining utmost focus on patient care.
Nominated by: Lisa Zajdel, Marian LeCoultre, Christine Lewbart, Lacey Kingsley
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ST. LUK E’S A ND ERSON C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Jayne Styczynski, BSN, RN, Med-Surg-BC
West 4 Med-Surg

Jayne is a nursing professional in every way, to everyone she encounters on the floorpatients, families, her peers, and her superiors. Jayne shows a professional image, even
during tough times. As the primary WE charge RN on W4, she is responsible for ensuring
leadership rounding is completed. Not only can I count on her to round on patients, but
I have witnessed her do it with a quality that is beyond expectation. When there are
opportunities on the unit, she is sure to share it in real time with the manager, so that we
can discuss how to best remedy the situation. She succinctly communicates underlying
concerns & most times resolves them on her own and lets me know to close the loop. I
appreciate her professionalism in dealing with difficult situations & managing up where
we may have fallen short during busy times. She always displays a calm, confident
nature, ensuring patients and their families are at ease when they are being taken care of
on the weekends. Jayne is a valued member of the team, as she is an important catalyst
for keeping the weekend team informed of changes on the unit. Thank you for treating
everyone on W4 as an equal, regardless of experience, job code, or background.
Nominated by: Laura Wetzel

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Amanda Kieffer, RN
South 2 Med-Surg

Amanda never fails to go above and beyond for patients. Any time I have a concern or
need help she is always in there addressing it. From the start she has welcomed me
on the floor and has always taken the time to educate me on the tasks she does. On
Thanksgiving we had a patient who was showing stroke-like symptoms, I let Amanda
know and she took what I said and addressed it immediately. The patient wasn’t hers,
but she was there helping every step of the way. She never hesitates to jump in and help
others, even when it’s not a part of her assignment. I honestly hope to be like her when I
graduate, she is such a strong nurse to have on the unit!!
Nominated by: Mackenzie Evans

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S A ND ERSON C A MPUS
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Janice Abel, RN
South 3 Med-Surg

Janice is one of the most caring nurses I know. Patients love her, she takes the time to
get to know her patients and really connect with them. This is a hard task to do given the
times and environment we work in. Being short staffed does not stop Janice from really
taking the time to get to know her patients. Sometimes patients need someone to talk to
and Janice is always that person for her patients. I have seen her cry with her patients and
behind closed doors. That is what makes her a great nurse and person. When you care so
much for your patients and everyone on the floor the result is an amazing nurse, we call
Janice. Thank you for always caring so much for your patients and everyone on the floor.
Nominated by: Katie Carrig

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S A ND ERSON C A MPUS
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Josie Byler

South 4 Med-Surg
Josie Byler is an excellent PCA who goes above and beyond and positively impacts the
overall teamwork of the MS4 team. Josie is dedicated, organized, and focused on her
work. She frequently picks up extra shifts and always provides a high level of care to the
patients. Josie not only provides excellent care to the patients in her assignment, but
she never hesitates to provide her assistance even outside of her assigned patients. She
is often relied upon to assist others with blood work on patients that are difficult sticks.
She also trains many of the new PCA’s on our floor - always with a professional and calm
demeanor. Josie is compassionate, thorough, timely and extremely detailed in her efforts
with trainees to instill those qualities in them all in the name of teamwork. It is wonderful
having Josie on the MS4 team and her work ethic and impact to the organization is
worthy of the Teamwork Award. Thank you to Josie for all your hard work.
Nominated by: Rita Gencarelli

Austin Lopez

Emergency Department
Austin is an amazing Tech and coworker. He is self-motivated, self-directed and is always
a role model for what an ED tech needs to know, how to act and what to do at the right
time. Austin’s clinical excellence alone makes him deserving of this award but that
is not the only reason Austin deserves this award. Austin is an amazing human being
that shows up every day with a positive outlook. Even in the worst of situations Austin
remains positive. His positive personality and jovial domineer make him the guy you hope
to get paired with on the worst of days. He always finds a way to make you laugh just
when you need it. Austin has the same effect on many patients making their ED stay a
little more enjoyable. For all these reasons and so many more I cannot even begin to list
he is deserving of the teamwork award.
Since joining our team, Austin has absolutely cemented himself as a go-to member
of our team. Focused, eminently positive, and upbeat, he is dependable and beloved
by everyone he interacts with, patients, family members and colleagues alike. I, along
with my entire nursing team know, if something is asked of Austin it is done. He sees
things through, closes the loop on issues or concerns that arise and serves as one of our
most trusted preceptors. I could not be more grateful for the choice that Austin made
to join this tremendous crew. He is a more than welcome addition and I look forward
to continued growth as we open our new department this summer! Thank you for your
consideration.
Nominated by: Rick Neas & Andrew Brown
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ST. LUK E’S A ND ERSON C A MPUS
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Eileen Wan, MS, RN, NE-BC
Quality & Risk

It has been my privilege to have worked with Eileen Wan for the last year, since the
beginning of the vaccine clinic at the Anderson Campus. She has been an inspiration and
role model to me and many of the other members of our team. Her pride as a registered
nurse, member of the vaccine clinic team, and St. Luke’s Family member is obvious in
everything she does. She not only cares for the patients she meets but believes in her
calling as a nurse and encourages those around her to do the same. When we have
vaccine doses left at the end of a shift, she will literally “take to the streets” to find
members of our community that might want to get vaccinated, but for whatever reason
have not been able to make it into the clinic. She always has a smile on her face and
makes our time at the clinic not a job, but a pleasure. She inspires me in every way, she
embodies the spirit and essence of all a registered nurse should be.
Nominated by: Antoinette Groller
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ST. LUK E’S A ND ERSON C A MPUS
The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Kacie Bunting, RN
Infusion Center

Kacie is an excellent preceptor. She has all the usual skills that are looked for in a
preceptor; she is a good nurse herself; she has patience, she enjoys being a preceptor.
But Kacie’s value as a preceptor goes beyond those basic traits. Yes, she is an excellent
nurse herself. She is also very driven to elevate her knowledge and skills. She recently
completed her BSN and is already planning on starting her MSN later this year. On top of
that, she will be taking the exam to become certified in oncology--OCN. Her commitment
to life-long learning is very present, and anyone that she precepts can use her example
to better themselves as well. Kacie is very patient with her orientees. She has a sixth
sense to be able to provide them with what they need when they need it. She also thinks
creatively to deliver the knowledge in a way that is helpful to her orientee. I am also
very impressed at how well Kacie gives constructive criticism. She does this better than
many more seasoned preceptors. She is honest and non-judgmental, but effectively
communicates with the team if something is not going as well as it should. I know that
Kacie has plans to further her career and become a nurse educator someday. I can’t wait
to see how far she goes! St. Luke’s and future nurses will benefit having Kacie as part of
the team.
Kacie has shown exceptional and rapid growth in her role as an oncology nurse and
an educator. She continues to actively seek to continuously grow her own knowledge
in oncology while sharing what she has gained with new oncology nurses and support
other co-workers as well. From technical skills to clinical knowledge and critical thinking
Kacie shares her knowledge, experiences, and trouble shooting skills with nurses who
are new to oncology helping to coach them through orientation and provide them with
the tools necessary to manage and care for the complex outpatient oncology patient. Her
work ethic, care, compassion, critical thinking skills, and communication skills are a fitting
example of a fabulous preceptor.
Kacie loves to share her knowledge, experiences, and nursing skills with all the RN’s she
has oriented. She is a huge sponge, seeking knowledge, and always the first person to
share anything she has learned with everyone. As an Infusion Nurse, Kacie has grown by
leaps and bounds in both oncology and non-oncology related infusions. When she is not
working with a new RN on the unit, she is busy seeking new opportunities to increase her
knowledge and expertise in her role, to then share with others. Kacie loves to teach, and
it is evident by her connection with the nurses she orients and how quickly they adapt
and learn to the infusion nurse role. Kacie is a great mentor, coach, and cheerleader not
only for our new staff but for her team. She has taken the lead on sharing continuing
education material with her team that is required for our CoC accreditation and is always
willing to stop what she is doing to help anyone work through a situation. Kacie is truly a
bright light to the Anderson infusion Center team. Her dedication to her patients, her team
and orientees is demonstrated by her strong work ethic, care, and compassion. All these
qualities embody why Kacie is such an outstanding preceptor and so worthy of this nurse
excellence award.
Nominated by: Denise Dianna, Diane Brown, and Donna Bydlon
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ST. LUK E’S UNI V ERSIT Y HOSPITA L – B E T HL EH EM
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Aaron Calhoun, RN
PPHP9

Aaron is the nurse I could never be but thrive to be daily. He comes to work each day
with a positive attitude and ready to give 110% to his patients, all the while being charge
nurse AND our clinical coordinator. Aaron goes above and beyond to explain complex
clinical pathways and pharmacology to myself and the other new nurses, willingly
and enthusiastically. Aaron has helped me personally and professionally grow as a
comprehensive nurse. He is up to date on evidence-based practice resources within his
areas of interest within nursing, as well as the research he can find that applies to many of
our patients here on P9. Aaron provides a safe space for his patients, makes them aware
of their autonomy, and comforts the family’s concerns and grievances.
Nominated by: Alexa Hromyak

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Sheila Hartzell, RN
ICU

Sheila is like a swiss army knife of nurses. It doesn’t matter what type of patients she
has, what unit she happens to be working on, or which shift she signed up to work, she
thrives! Her wisdom, knowledge, motivation, and compassion are traits that lead to the
highest quality outcomes for her patients. Her years of experience in critical care make
her a powerful advocate for her patients and like a dog with a bone, she will not stop until
she gets what her patients need. The ICU is a stressful and anxiety producing unit for our
brand-new nurses, but Sheila always checks in on our new generation of nurses, giving
them feedback, coaching, and sometimes is just a shoulder to lean on. It’s a blessing to
have Sheila on this team!
Nominated by: Leyla Kelemet

The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Gilda Brennan, RN
St. Luke’s Neurology Associates

Gilda is always so helpful whether we need help with a patient for our office or anything that
needs to be taken care of. She always goes over and above. Recently, I had my own problem
with a prior authorization running out for a medication and my insurance company saying
that it could take up to 15 days to process. I deal with bad head pains from an MVA and it
was starting to affect my vision. She went over and about for me and got my authorization
within 24 hours. My migraine was taking over 2 weeks to go away and when I called to
ask for help with a situation for my local pharmacy, she called and within minutes had this
resolved too. She is truly an asset to me and our other patients within our practice. We are
very lucky to have her.
Nominated by: Bonnie Muzyka
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ST. LUK E’S UNI V ERSIT Y HOSPITA L – B E T HL EH EM
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Johnell Slappy, PCA
PPHP8

Johnell is a great team player who has volunteered many times to pick up extra hours on
my home unit, ICCU. He is an asset to the network because of his willingness to help his
colleagues across multiple floors despite having a home unit on P8 in Bethlehem. When
Johnell does pick up he is efficient in-patient care and moves expeditiously across CW2
and ICCU carrying out the needs of two busy units on night shift. Patients appreciate him
and the nurses are often relieved to have a PCA who anticipates their needs during very
busy times. He also has a great sense of humor which colleagues view as a breath of
fresh air in an already stressful climate. It is obvious Johnell loves working in healthcare
and is very proud of what he does. In the long run, he will continue to thrive and grow into
a wonderful leader.
Nominated by: Chayla Brown

Jennifer Wechsler, PCA
Float Pool/PPHP8

Jennifer is a patient care assistant in the float pool who works throughout the Bethlehem
campus and does an amazing job with each patient she interacts with. Jennifer ensures
she is providing individualized care to every patient, doing whatever she can to make
them comfortable and satisfied with the care they are receiving. She is often recognized
by the patients and their family members for going above and beyond while they are
in her care. Jenn will never say no to any tasks that is put in front of her no matter how
difficult or challenging it may be, she will find a way to accomplish it. Jenn often picks
up additional hours to help out in the hospital and stays for 16 hour shifts when there are
needs. She demonstrates great teamwork skills, whether it be a rapid, code, or a simple
bed change, Jenn is there to help! When staff come in to a busy shift or an overwhelming
assignment, it is always a reassurance to know that Jenn is there as a zone mate or even
assistance on the unit because she will always provide safe and quality care to each
patient.
Nominated by: Rebecca Boyer

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S UNI V ERSIT Y HOSPITA L – B E T HL EH EM
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick
& Jane Timm Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Katie Zulic, BSN, RN, CRRN
Acute Rehab

When it comes to setting the bar for clinical coordinator of the unit Katie has
demonstrated outstanding performance. Her rapport with staff and patients all while
managing the unit has been top notch. She is in a full patient assignment daily while
precepting or ensuring that staffing is appropriately distributed for both MS4 and ARC.
She can connect with staff on a personal level by accommodating their needs as well as
the needs of the unit. Her willingness to overextend herself has been the leading cause
for me to stay in my current position. If one of our staff needs to float to another unit Katie
ensures that we are transitioning adequately. I had a very difficult assignment on another
unit where I was desperate for help. Katie had sent nurse educators to me, so I was better
able to attend to my other patients while that specific patient was transferred to ICU.
Nominated by: Kelsey Volp

The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Aaron Bach, BSN, RN
Pediatric Inpatient Unit

Aaron is very well versed in the Pediatric dept. He has the technical skills and clinical
knowledge needed to work with different kids and their diagnosis. As my preceptor
he made me think critically and he would ask me ‘why’ a lot. Why are we giving this
medication, why should we monitor the vitals, why should we check the labs. He was very
patient when teaching me and he was very supportive when I had a million questions.
He didn’t answer all of my questions and allowed me to find the answers myself and
then we would work together to get an answer. It’s been 7 months since I have been on
the unit and when he is there, he is very approachable and is always willing to help me
out with any questions that I may have. Aaron is very safe in his nursing practice, which
I think is very important in Pediatrics. He has a great personality, and the kids love him.
He deserves this award because he is passionate about his work, and he goes above and
beyond during every shift.
Nominated by: Claudia Berrios
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ST. LUK E’S C A RBON & L EHIGH TON C A MPUSES
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Toby Goida, RN, ADN
Emergency Room

Toby demonstrates commitment and excellence by going above and beyond for his unit.
Dedication would be the definition of Toby in his role as clinical coordinator. He goes
above and beyond for his patients as well as maintaining a unit during busy times. He
understands the mission of the hospital and works in multiple roles. He is dedicated to
providing great care to the patients as well as mentoring the staff and assisting when
needed in the department. He is willing to take on any task that is asked of him and
keeps supplies plentiful and organized in the department. He has assisted many times
during off shift hours due to staffing to help care for the patients in need. No task is
too big for him to conquer. He works tirelessly to ensure that we provide quality care
services and maintain a sustainable department. He is detail oriented and successful
in seeing his tasks through to completion. He has embraced his role within the unit and
has worked through many challenges for solutions. He is here for the staff both mentally
and physically, always looking for ways to make improvements. He takes pride in the
department and has contributed to the positive atmosphere during shifts he assists with.
He truly is an asset to the team and works alongside his employees whenever needed. He
truly has PCRAFT values and understands the mission of this Network and this has shown
through his work and dedication.
Nominated by: Marsha Estep

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Tammy Hollenbaugh, RN, BSN
ICU

Tammy takes pride in the network and has been a dedicated nurse for the local
community for 22 years, a nurse for 26. She goes above and beyond for her patients. I
recall a patient who was unable to get a ride home. After spending hours calling case
management and the patient’s contacts, the patient still had no way home so Tammy
offered to take him. Tammy has gotten multiple Bravos. Dr. Kahn wrote one relating to
feelings of relief that he gets when he sees her on the unit because he knows that his
patients will get the best care from her. A nursing instructor gave her one stating that
she knows Tammy goes above and beyond to provide positive clinical experiences to
nursing students. Tammy is nearly done with her NP. However, her accountability to the
unit remains. She has even changed around her clinical days in order to come in when the
unit was short. From changing garbage to helping set up IV drips, Tammy is a team player
who is always willing to chip in and help. She is often the Charge Nurse on the Unit and
is very aware of her resources and who to contact to get things done. Most of all, she is
a hardworking professional who truly gives the highest quality care to every patient. She
gets to know her patient and does everything she can to make their stay as pleasant as
possible.
Nominated by: Heather Koch
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ST. LUK E’S C A RBON & L EHIGH TON C A MPUSES
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Heather Shapiro, RN, ONS
Infusion Center

Heather is a bright and cheerful persona and her compassion toward the patients shines
every day on this unit. Her patients are very fond of her, always asking how she is if she
isn’t present. Being in a very small community, many of our patients are direct neighbors
of ours. This being said, we often times find ourselves out in the community with them.
Heather lives close enough that she must pass her patient’s home. When he’s outside she
will stop and visit with him briefly. He is always so happy to tell us that she stopped in
when he comes for treatment. He is very sick at the moment and says she is the reason he
smiles and gives him encouragement to keep going. Her bedside manner is exactly what
our oncology patients need during the most unsure times of their lives.
Nominated by: Jennifer Stortz
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ST. LUK E’S C A RBON & L EHIGH TON C A MPUSES
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Claude Ahner, PCA
ICU

Claude is one of the most fantastic employees and overall fantastic humans I have ever
encountered. He comes to work each day with a smile on his face and prepared for the
day. Knowing, full-well, how difficult working in the ICU can be. Almost every shift, when
I do leader rounds, a patient wants to recognize him and how thoughtful, caring, and
compassionate he is. He strives to meet and exceed any and every expectation and duty
placed upon him. Nothing is ever too big or small for his assistance. He does everything
from patient care, to helping set up this brand-new ICU for success with organization
and work-flow issues. Any day that Claude is off of work, we feel like we are missing
our MVP. He is truly a blessing, not only to this team, but to every patient we have. He
has dedicated many years of service to this community and deserves the recognition
for his dedication to his craft and to his coworkers. He is so good at his job that other
departments actually borrow him to orient their newly hired PCAs.
Nominated by: Nicole Baker

Melissa Strohl, LPN
Summit

Melissa is well known throughout the skilled nursing facility for her compassion. She
is highly respected by her peers and appreciated by her patients because of the way
she treats others. Melissa is always the nurse that I go to with questions and concerns
because I know she will do her best to rectify a situation. She spends time with
each resident to truly “get to know” them which allows for a relationship of trust and
understanding. I know that when Melissa walks through a resident’s door in the morning
that they are greeted with a smile and comforted just by the fact that she will be with
them for the rest of the day. Her assignment often includes some challenging patients
and I have witnessed Melissa develop a positive relationship which each resident by
taking the time to listen and communicating in a nonintimidating and compassionate
manner. Also, the combination of her high ethical standards and vast experience enables
her to be an excellent mentor to other employees. As she guides new employees, they
are able to visualize the committed relationship that she has with her residents and
hopefully passes it on to the next generation. Melissa represents the standards of St.
Luke’s well and strives for excellence with each patient interaction.
Nominated by: Alissa Mathesin
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ST. LUK E’S C A RBON & L EHIGH TON C A MPUSES
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Nicole Baker, RN, MSN, CCRN
ICU

Nicole brings a wealth of knowledge and experience in the area of critical care where she
is the unit director. Since the day she arrived, she is brought nothing but positivity and
dedication to not only her staff but the patients. Our unit has been transformed into a
genuine team of nurses, and that is all because of Nicole and her leadership. She works
side-by-side with her staff, in fact, there have been many occasions where she has taken
a patient assignment in addition to her own duties in order to support the staff and help
deliver quality care to the people of our community. We have transformed from an ICU
with six beds and lower acuity patients to an ICU with 12 beds with a higher level of care
and acuity almost overnight, and it is been nothing but successful which I chalk up to
Nicole’s pride in her staff, the educational opportunities she is giving us, and the drive
to make the Carbon ICU a well-oiled machine to provide quality care to the people of our
community. So proud to have her as part of team leader!
Nominated by: Tammy Hollenbaugh
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ST. LUK E’S C A RBON & L EHIGH TON C A MPUSES
The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Nicole Dias, RN, BSN
Emergency Department

Nicole was nominated by two new orientees in her role as a Preceptor for our department:
Nicole is a very intelligent nurse who has lots of experience in many care areas which
increases her ability to teach. She has a good rapport with her patients and works well with
her team. She has helped her orientees feel comfortable in patient care while increasing
their confidence. Part of being a Preceptor involves developing critical thinking skills for
the new employee and she challenges them while orienting them. She remains upbeat
and positive in her role, often times singing as she walks down the hallway. She has
demonstrated strong leadership skills while mentoring in her role. Here dedication to this
campus is definitely shown as she lives 5 minutes away from the Allentown and Bethlehem
campuses and still remains in Carbon.
Straight out of nursing school I began my nursing career in the Emergency Department in
the middle of a pandemic. When I first met Nicole I did not know the impact that she would
have on my nursing career. Nicole took me under her wing and showed me everything
there was to love about emergency nursing. The fear and anxieties of walking into those
doors as a new nurse faded away as she taught me the skills and knowledge that I will
carry with me my whole nursing career. Not only did she show me the things I needed to
know in order to provide the best possible care for every patient that walked through the
doors but also helped me learn a lot about myself and pushed me out of my comfort zone
and gain confidence. Nicole provided a learning environment where I felt comfortable to
ask questions, perform procedures and tasks that I’ve never done before, stepping in when
assistance was needed. What helped me the most during my orientation was that she didn’t
hand hold or hover over me the entire time, instead she trusted me to ask for help if there
was something I didn’t know. A year and a half into my nursing career, I’m lucky to still be
working aside of a nurse that continues to provide me with guidance and a friendship. I hope
she continues to teach other new nurses, helping them to become the best nurses St. Luke’s
Carbon has to offer.
Nominated by: Elizabeth Monteiro and Marsha Estep

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S E ASTON C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Rita Berro, BSN, RN
3 Med/Surg

Rita demonstrates the highest standards of professionalism in nursing on 3 M/S. Rita
takes the role as the charge nurse/ supervisor role and does it with strength and ease.
Rita’s peers look up to her and follow her lead on the unit. Rita’s clinical practice is
excellent, and she strives to be better each day. Rita focuses on quality and patient safety
to provide excellent outcomes for the patients. Rita goes above and beyond daily to help
her co-workers to make their shifts lighter. Rita is a mentor, a role model for her fellow
nurse and is the epitome of this award.
Nominated by: JoAnn Garrett

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Katie Fry, BSN, RN
MAB Infusion Center

I would like to nominate Katie Fry for this award for her tireless efforts for our COVID
patients. As the treatments for COVID evolved, we established a team of individuals to
define our COVID monoclonal antibody (MAB) infusion process. We were early adaptors
of this treatment modality and had to make quick decisions and stand up a process for
infusion very quickly and this is when I met Katie. Since that time, I have watched with
amazement as to her amazing dedication to the infusion team at Easton. Katie stepped
up and not only served a vital role in scheduling patients, but also reviewing charts and
making sure the appropriate patients were scheduled for this vital resource. Patients,
including my father, have raved about how caring and comforting she has been and how
important that was to them in such a stressful time. Katie’s dedication and selflessness
drove our availability of the precious resource of monoclonal antibodies for our patients
and her kind, caring nature placed patients at ease.
Nominated by: Dr. Dennis McGorry Jr.
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ST. LUK E’S E ASTON C A MPUS
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Harshpreet Kaur, BSN, RN
3 Med/Surg

When observing Harshpreet interact with her patients and patient families, she speaks
to them with such dignity and respect that they put their trust in her immediately.
Harshpreet has a calm presence with caring for her patients. She goes above and beyond
to be compassionate in every way, treating the patients mind, body and spiritually to help
them heal. She gives the patient an experience that they remember, and patients have
remark numerously how kind Harshpreet is to them and made their hospital stay better.
Harshpreet is a RN that exemplifies respect, caring, trust while always giving support to
her patients and their families.
Nominated by: JoAnn Garrett

The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Susan Muldoon, BSN, RN
Ambulating Procedure Unit

There are not enough words to express how it is to work with Susan Muldoon. As the
charge nurse of the operating room, we are constantly on the phone discussing the flow
of the day or even the week. She is compassionate enough to understand the stressors of
the floor and rational when asked to hold patients in PACU. She advocates for patients to
have procedures done and keeps in constant contact with me with any schedule change
so that the patient can be made aware of these changes. Throughout the pandemic, Susan
has shown that she is committed to the nursing profession, constantly demonstrating,
through her actions, her true human caring, respect and support for all patients, families,
and colleagues.
Nominated by: Michele Hoole

Vawn Peterkin, PCA
3 Med/Surg

Vawn is the mascot for teamwork on our unit. He works the most demanding shift and
successfully helps his entire team of nurses, which is impressive since typically he is
the only PCA on his shift managing 21-24 patients and helping 3-4 nurses. He makes it
a priority to help us ALL and to remind us of items that need attention. Vawn has also
stayed late on nights when there was not a PCA scheduled for the next shift to help his
team. He does all this happily, the mask prevents us from seeing his nice smile, but you
can see his enthusiasm in his eyes. I appreciate Vawn, he has an excellent work ethic and
is never afraid to offer his help!
Nominated by: Melissa Grillo
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ST. LUK E’S E ASTON C A MPUS
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Cheryl Bullimore, RN
3 Med/Surg

When I come to work grumbling, assuming the night is going to be dreadful, then I see
Cheryl, and I realize it’s all going to be good. When Cheryl walks into work she has this
positive aura around her. She rallies the team and snaps us out of our desolate attitudes,
stating we are going to have a great night. I recall a night when there was a call out and it
was just the 2 of us with 14 patients. It was an incredibly challenging night. We even had a
rapid response. She was cool as a cucumber and just carried herself in such an optimistic
manner that is rubbed off on me and helped me get through one of the most difficult
shifts of my nursing career. I am grateful to her for that night because if it would have
been anyone else, the night would have been so different.
Her personality is only a small part of what Cheryl offers to her team. She is a skillful
nurse with decades of experience. She is a nurse that other nurses go to for help and she
is always approachable. She even enjoys continuing her education by getting certified
to place mid-line IVs and working on getting med surge certified as well. This woman is
amazing.
Nominated by: Melisa Grillo

The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Amy Gehris, RN, PHRN, CEN, PCEN, TCRN, SANE
Emergency Department

Teamwork is Amy’s middle name. Amy is always going above and beyond in her role
as a nurse. If she is in charge or has an assignment, she is always helping other people
whether it’s a nurse, tech or physician. she regularly stocks carts to help the techs on the
floor as well has filling blanket warmers and pulling dirty liens. Amy is also an amazing
preceptor. Watching her train, the new nurses is great because they pick up what she does
daily this helps the new staff become better and well-rounded nurses like Amy. Techs
can ask Amy any question and she is willing to teach us as most of us are going through
nursing school and get to learn in the field and in the classroom. Amy is the definition of
teamwork.
Nominated by: KayAnn Kern
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GEISINGER ST. LUK E’S
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Catherine Swedberg, RN, MSN, CCRN-A
ICU

Over the past 2 years Kate has exemplified high standards of professionalism through
her clinical practice. Originally starting out as a travel contract nurse, Kate joined our ICU
team and has been a valuable asset. She is most certainly a role model for other nurses.
She always strives to do what is best for the patient through evidence-based practice.
She currently holds her MSN and is working towards her DNP. I enjoy working with Kate
because we are like minded and we always make sure that the patients are well taken
care of. One of Kate’s passions is palliative care which is much needed in acute care, and
especially intensive care. She also takes pride in nursing practice such as advocating for
patients, communicating with family, and updating/personalizing care plans for patients.
Nominated by: Kristin Roberts

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Pamela Hashin, RN
ICU

Pam is always positive, upbeat, even tempered and treats everyone with dignity and
respect. She is a fantastic nurse who sincerely cares about her patients, their families,
and her peers. No matter how busy our unit gets Pam helps everyone and goes the extra
mile to lend a helping hand and be a team player. I’ve chosen Pam for this prestigious
award because she motivates, educates patients and their care team in the process to
help heal their loved ones. She is always willing to listen and ensure that their questions
are understood and answered. I’ve witnessed Pam stay late to help care for patients, deal
with difficult situations, help with critical patients until they became stable, you name it
she is there. We had a patient who became depressed and was giving up. Pam wouldn’t
allow her to throw in the towel. She motivated her to get up, get into the chair, do her
breathing exercises and more. Pam also involved her family, helped to decorate her room
with cards and drawings from her grandchildren and finally she perked up and began
to heal. I believe that Pam’s coaching helped tremendously. It’s been uplifting and a joy
to encounter these events. Pam helps everywhere in our hospital that is needed; she
ensures the best outcomes for our patients in their time of need and is a team player. She
is an angel amongst us!
Nominated by: Robyn Brunell
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GEISINGER ST. LUK E’S
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Patricia Luisi, RN, BSN
ICU

Patricia without a doubt deserves this honor of this award. She is a spiritual person that
has a special way with our patients. She especially goes above and beyond if one of our
patients is dying. Patricia will go into a dying patient’s room to be with them and to hold
their hand so they are not alone. I can recall recently, Patricia sat by her dying patient,
holding their hand, humming a soft tune. This was such a beautiful moment to watch and
be a part of. Patricia is very soothing and calming in every aspect of care. She holds her
composure during critical times and is a great pleasure to work alongside. I know that
if Patricia is working, the day will move along much easier. I can count on her to assist
me during difficult times and critical times. I know without a doubt, nursing is Patricia’s
calling in life as she is such a beautiful and caring person. Her excellence in this career
should be acknowledged and praised! I am truly proud and honored to work with such a
lovely person!
Patricia is always calm, even tempered and treats everyone with dignity and respect. She
is a fantastic nurse who sincerely cares about her patients, their families, and her peers. In
our ICU we have encountered many events and situations. We have had countless stories
each qualifying every employee to be nominated for awards. I’ve chosen Patricia for
this prestigious award because she has touched the lives of our patients during a fragile
time in their lives. Patricia calms and enters rooms of all our patients in need of caring
and comfort, during stress to calm and soothe their emotional state of mind. Sometimes
they are awake, intubated, and other times they are trying to pass. I’ve witnessed Patricia
hold hands, say prayers, soothe and comfort our patients in their time of need. They
responded to her interactions by producing a better heart rhythm and more. It’s been
uplifting and a joy to encounter these events. Patricia is not always their nurse but goes
beyond to help anywhere in our unit to ensure the best outcomes for our patients in their
time of need. She is an angel amongst us!
Nominated by: Shannon Cunningham & Lisa Hale
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GEISINGER ST. LUK E’S
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Brenda Massa, PCA
Med Surg 3

Brenda is an outstanding and hardworking employee! Consistently, every day that she
comes to work she provides the best patient care. This includes making sure everyone
is OOB, bathed, fed, and conversing with them their emotional and medical needs. Most
importantly Brenda makes the patients feel they are special, and they are with family who
loves them. It may seem very basic, but it’s what makes St. Luke’s stand out from all the
other organizations. Covid-19 brought many unexpected challenges to patient care, many
patients especially the elderly whom were unable to have family visit due to covid-19
suffered the most from isolation and depression. Brenda with her great sense of humor and
warm personality of kindness and caring, helped fill in the gap of many of these patients
who were in a state of despair. For example, she found creative ways for families to feel
connected to their loved ones isolated by covid. These include arranging for families to
bring in family pictures/portraits to hang in room or place on bedside tables to help patients
still feel connected. Holiday decorations on the windows and walls to cheer patients up
and give inspiration. She further encouraged family members to bring in patients’ favorite
foods/snacks (if applicable-homemade cookies/dinners) and their favorite blanket or more
comfortable clothing -Even a stuffed animal to cuddle or their most interesting book to read
to make their stay more comfortable! I can think of any other employee is more deserving
of this award than Brenda!
Nominated by: Elizabeth Anastasides

Emma Oswald, PCA
Med Surg 3

Emma has grown by leaps and bounds since starting at GSL. This is her first healthcare job
and she has really taken initiative to be an excellent team player. She answers any call bell
despite patient room location. She has been willing and wanting to learn all aspects of her
job and discusses what information needs to be relayed to the nurse. At the start of her shift
she seeks out nurses in her assignment (myself included) and discusses/clarifies needed
treatments and care activities for patients. She has asked me what time patients need to be
repositioned, timing of vitals to coincide with nurse assessments, safety concerns, patient
orientation level, ambulation requirements, etc in order to ensure collaborative care for
her patients. Emma immediately seeks and helps set expectations of the nurse-pca-patient
relationship for her shift. She’s very proactive in her care and sets a positive tone from
minute one of her shift. Emma is soft spoken, caring and always approachable. I can see the
positive interaction and relationships between patients and peers. She’s always willing to
help whether asked or unasked. She often asks questions and gives her full attention to her
work. You can see and feel her striving to deliver the best care to people when she’s here at
GSL.
Nominated by: Carly Padinske
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GEISINGER ST. LUK E’S
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Michelle Wolfe, RN, BSN
Med Surg 3

Michelle has been viewed as a nursing leader for as long as I have been here (18 months).
She works the weekend program and always holds the charge role every shift. She
accepts that role enthusiastically and executes it in a way that exemplifies our mission
and values. Often she approaches nurses regarding patient conditions she has recognized
and offers solutions and support while maintaining her own assignment. She is very
proactive in identifying patient trends, new admission conditions, and unforeseen decline
in patients that help maintain a safe flow of the unit. I have ALWAYS witnessed Michelle
being approachable when peers seek her for help or advice. In addition, she builds
rapport with her patients with the same positive, approachable attitude. Myself being a
peer with a little more nursing experience than Michelle, still seek her for clinical guidance
when needed. Her competence and proactive approach helps give patients the best
outcomes. Her unrelenting support to her peers (new grads or seasoned nurses) helps
maintain the confidence and composure of her peers while under her leadership.
Nominated by: Carly Padinske
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GEISINGER ST. LUK E’S
The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Alexandria Fidler, RN, BSN
Med Surg 3

I recently just started at GSL in Sept. My preceptor was Alley when I came onto nights.
Alley exhibits such professional behavior and is so knowledgeable. Alley is a humble
hard-worker, always going the extra mile for her patients, always on time, and looks
up her patients thoroughly. During my orientation with her, Alley never made me feel
anxious or scared. She gave me lots of good advice and constructive criticism. Alley was
there with open hands and answered all my questions with grace. Alley never looked
down on me and was always willing to help. Since I have come off orientation, I notice her
kindness and thoroughness continues with another new hire.
Alexandria (or better known as Alley to our night shift team), is a nurse you can always
count on to lend a supportive hand. As a Charge Nurse she can be seen walking the floor
asking her fellow nurses if they are OK or if they need a hand with something even though
she may be carrying a full patient load herself along with performing the Charge Nurse
duties. She keeps things moving on the floor so new patients can be brought to the floor
in a timely manner, so their wait time is minimal in the Emergency Department. Alley
has served as a preceptor for new nurses on the MS3 floor. She is an excellent Nurse
Preceptor who educates the new nurse so that the nurse feels confident and will succeed
as a valued member of the nursing team. She takes additional time with the nurse she is
precepting to make sure the new nurse not only can perform the task at hand but explains
the task to the nurse, so they understand the reasoning behind why the task is important
to the patient’s care. Alley demonstrates leadership abilities while she mentors new
nurses or when helping fellow members of her team to solve patient problems. Alley is
a dedicated nurse and always puts quality of patient care first and she does this with a
positive attitude, which makes her not only enjoyable to work with but an asset to the
Geisinger St. Luke’s family.
Nominated by: Rose Ulicny and Ellen Kirby
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ST. LUK E’S MINERS C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Kathleen Gilbert, RN, CNOR
Operating Room

I would like to nominate Kathleen Gilbert RN, CNOR for a Nurse Excellence award.
Recently the Surgical Services department had experienced a staffing shortage. As a
result, Kathy became the only full-time staff RN in the department. Less staff makes for
a busier day with additional duties. Kathy took this challenge on effortlessly. Kathy is
very organized and plays a key role in preparing and planning for surgical cases. She
communicates and delegates effectively with her team. Kathy is always a step ahead of
what needs to be done. I often refer to Kathy as “a mover and a shaker”. These are very
fine attributes in the surgical world because they impact on time starts, change over
times and overall patient satisfaction. Kathy is well respected by her peers and surgeons.
Recently, a staff member became ill. Kathy took the initiative to organize and accept
donations to help her through a difficult time. Kathy just served as a preceptor for a
perioperative nurse intern. Kathy is very polite and kind to her patients. She has a certain
wit about her that often gets nervous surgical patients laughing. I am very grateful to
have Kathy on our surgical team. I feel Kathy is a true team player and very deserving of
this award.
Nominated by: Margaret Heckman

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Diane Stack, RN

Skilled Nursing Facility
Diane Stack demonstrates outstanding delivery of patient care that contributes to positive
patient outcomes. This RN faithfully customizes plan of care with the patient, family
members, and staff that respects and advocates for our patients’ needs. Diane will always
take time out of her busy day to participate in activities that helps to improve patient
satisfaction. Often, I will see positive communication and support given during difficult
times when a patient or family member is distraught. This nurse is committed to this
organization and community by collaborating with management and staff to make sure
proper care is delivered and successfully carried out daily. This nurse encourages team
cohesiveness and contributes to the healthcare team. Proactively she is always willing
to share her knowledge with me and show me new skills. She does this with a smile on
her face and always makes you feel comfortable. Lastly, Diane demonstrates personal
growth in her professional practice by always assuming accountability for professional
development. She is such a bright light and with complete sincerity deserves this Nursing
Excellence Award.
Nominated by: Drew Young
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ST. LUK E’S MINERS C A MPUS
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Antonio Madera, RN
Emergency Department

Antonio is one of the new nurses in our department and I recently got to assist him
in the care of one of his critical patients. He handled the situation with grace and ease
like he had been handling situations like this for years. He spoke calmly with the patient
in their time of distress to let them know he was here and would assist them however
he was able. He worked diligently alongside the provider to ensure the best outcome
possible was given to this patient. He asked all the right questions and provided safe,
compassionate care in this patient’s time of need. Antonio is always going the extra mile
for his co-workers and patients. He frequently comes in early and stays late whenever he
can to assist not only his team but the patients he serves as well.
Nominated by: : Brittany Garris

The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Crystal Sparrow, PCA
4th Floor MS

When I think to myself about what the definition of teamwork is, I think of someone
who works together with others so that things go smoothly and efficiently. Crystal does
exactly that. She helps on the unit whether it is with getting vitals for the next shift,
drawing bloodwork for people who need the help, assisting to get people out of bed for
breakfast and so many more things. She goes above and beyond with her patient care
and excels at helping others when they need it. She not only helps on her end of the unit,
but she often walks to the other side to answer call bells and to make sure her coworkers
are okay and caught up. She stays late when we have a call out to make sure our patients
have the upmost care that they deserve. She will be graduating from nursing school soon
and I expect her to be just as a team player in her new role as she is now as a PCA.
Nominated by: Brittany Devitt

Grace Kolvites, RRT
Respiratory Therapy
Grace is a proven asset to our team at Miners. Not only to the Respiratory Department,
but to the nurses as well. Her passion and drive to provide the best patient care possible,
makes her stand out above everyone else. She shows up each day with smile and a
positive attitude. She fully embraces being part of a team and working with others to
care for our patients. Grace exemplifies what it means to be a top performer, team player,
and St. Luke’s Employee. As her manager, I receive much feedback about her teamwork
from the nurses that she works with overnight. It’s very apparent that her teamwork is
appreciated by everyone she works with. Grace is a model of our values at St. Luke’s and
deserves this award!
Nominated by: Ryan Christiansen

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S MINERS C A MPUS
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Lynne Stawiarski, RN
Critical Care Unit

I would like to nominate Lynne for a Nursing Excellence Award for providing excellent
care to our most acutely ill patients battling COVID-19. Lynne is an experienced ICU nurse
and valuable member of the Miner’s team. She provides quality care for her patients and
advocates for them at every opportunity. Her patients often tell me that she is a wonderful
nurse. Her teammates know that they can count on her when they need her help. I respect
Lynne for her integrity, experience, wealth of nursing knowledge and commitment to our
community. Thank you, Lynne!
Nominated by: Faith Befano

The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Brittany Devitt, RN
4th Floor MS

Brittany is always willing to accept a new nurse orienting to the floor. She demonstrates a
positive attitude and work ethic for the person she is precepting. She teaches the orientee
the workflow and clinical knowledge of how the unit is managed. She then transitions to
a mentor for the new nurse when off orientation. Her work ethic and compassion towards
helping other staff members helps provide a positive work environment. Brittany is a
great asset to the team and her hard work and dedication does not go unnoticed. Thank
you for always taking someone under your wing and guiding them along the way.great
work.
Nominated by: Amanda Boyer

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S MONRO E C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Tanya Waberski, MSN, RN
Education

Tanya Waberski is a nurse educator at the Monroe Campus and although her job duties
encompass a variety of educational needs on campus, her role is far more reaching.
Tanya rounds on units to provide hands-on care with the nurses - not just teaching from
afar. She has displayed professional commitment by teaching at the St. Luke’s School of
Nursing, sharing her knowledge of nursing. Tanya has assisted me with orientation of my
novice team members, she has flexed her time to support off-shift nurses, and she utilizes
Epic and reports to optimize where the educational needs exist when, at times, we lose
focus in our ever-changing environment. Tanya is loyal and dedicated to the profession of
nursing and should be considered for this award.
Nominated by: Elizabeth Gregg

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Kelli Mustac, BSN, RN
Surgical Services

Nursing embodies many attributes such as caring, commitment, empathy, loyalty,
humility, and knowledge. When I think of Kelli, she embodies all these characteristics and
more. Kelli started with St. Luke’s in January of 2020 and in March we were thrown a huge
curve ball. Being brand new to the network and hospital, Kelli jumped right in and helped
wherever she was needed. Not only during a crisis does Kelli show her true commitment
to taking care of patients, but she has done it every day since. Kelli is a team player in
the Surgical Services Department, and she brings knowledge, and skill while caring for
patients. She is detail-orientated and understands the importance of attention to detail in
patient care. I am humbled that Kelli is a part of our team and truly feel she deserves this
award.
Nominated by: Marissa Frantz

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S MONRO E C A MPUS
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Angela Ramirez-Triantis, RN
Infusion

When I think about the Relationship with the Patient Nurse Excellence Award, I
immediately think of Angela. Angela has a heart of gold and truly does care about her
patients. She really digs down deep and gets to know them as they get to know her.
One of our elderly patients was at a point in his life where he was selling his house and
moving into a home with his daughter. This was a very stressful time for him. He was
unable to take his outdoor cat with him to his new home, and this was very stressful and
upsetting to him. Angela hearing all of this and understanding his sadness, had offered
to take in his outdoor cat and give him a good home. Angela had the patient and his
daughter drop the cat off at her home so she could reassure the patient that the cat would
be well taken care of. Angela establishes lasting relationships. She will go above and
beyond her nursing duties within the St. Luke’s walls to care for her patients, and that is
why I have nominated her for the Relationship with the Patient Award.
Nominated by: Tracy Worman

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S MONRO E C A MPUS
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Marisa Coley, PCA
Med-Surg 4

I have had the pleasure of working with Marisa for the past four years, and I am still
amazed by the excellent care she provides to her patients. From the beginning to the
end of her shift, Marisa ensures all her patients’ needs are met. She completes all
vitals, ADL’s and other tasks in a timely manner. She does all of this, plus running for
bed-alarms and call bells. If a patient needs to use the bathroom, she is right, there.
If a patient needs something to drink, Marisa will bring it immediately to the patient.
Not only does Marisa ensure that her patients are cared for, but she also ensures
her nurses and techs on the floor are doing well too. Every time I work with Marisa,
I know my patients will be bathed and sitting up in the chair before lunch time, and
any bloodwork I could not get to will be done in a flash. Patients notice the difference
when Marisa is not their assistant for the day; this says a lot about the type of care
she provides to her patients. Marisa gives her all every shift, and I feel that she is very
deserving of this award.
Nominated by: Giovanna Manzano-Perez

The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Samantha Heinrich, BSN, RN, CCRN
ICU

Sam has been the Clinical Coordinator of the Monroe ICU for over a year now and
held the interim position for 7 months prior to accepting the role officially. Sam has
been integral to the success of multiple quality initiatives on our unit: quiet time
and mobility hour. Sam worked with our staff on education and roll out of these
processes. She continues to collect data to ensure continued positive outcomes are
achieved with these initiatives. Throughout this past year, Sam has demonstrated
her ability to lead a high acuity ICU in some very challenging times. Her famous line
“we can do anything for 4 hours” helps staff pull together and accomplish what they
need to do. Sam has been present on all shifts, as she flexed her schedule on various
occasions to support staffing and her team. Sam is the go-to for help with equipment
questions, process changes and technical skills. Sam is currently involved with our
Leadership Fellowship program to continue her growth & professional development.
She is also continuing her education at DeSales University to obtain her master’s
degree in Nursing Administration and Business. Samantha is a staple in the ICU, and I
truly appreciate the energy and passion she demonstrates.
Nominated by: Laurie Smickle

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S MONRO E C A MPUS
The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Jamie Ramirez, BSN, RN
Med-Surg 3

Jamie was my preceptor when I started at the Monroe Campus. She made me feel so
comfortable while learning new skills day-to-day. She was very patient with me and
persistent. Jamie is very skilled in her nursing career and confident. She exemplifies
all the qualities of an excellent nurse who is willing to share and pass her excellence
on to the new nurses. Jamie didn’t just teach the bare minimum; she went above and
beyond teaching the extra step or trick to make things more understandable. She
stayed many late nights to review and complete patient charting. I thought Jamie was
so wonderful at teaching new skills that I suggested she teach nursing someday. I
really appreciated having her as my preceptor, and I hope that I make her proud as I
take off into the world of nursing one day at a time.
Nominated by:: Lisa Lundy

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S QUA K ERTOW N | UPP ER BUCKS C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Bridgette Burke, BSN, RN
Ambulatory Procedure Unit

I would like to nominate Bridgette Burke for The Bogdan Family Image of
Professionalism Award. Bridgette is a kind, compassionate, driven nurse who
demonstrates her professionalism daily in her work with patients and staff. Her
work ethic and care she delivers to her patients is outstanding. Bridgette is actively
involved in our NICHE (Nurses Improving Care for Healthsystem Elders) Program.
She also provides an active role on our Patient Satisfaction team. On this team she
attends meetings, does real time coaching and education with peers, and audits
and rounds for our patients in surgical services so we can make sure they have a
great surgical experience. She makes all of her patients feel special like they are
family. Bridgette is an amazing role model to all.
Nominated by: Shannon Heaton

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Brenda Costello, BSN, RN, CCRN
Intensive Care Unit

Brenda exemplifies the commitment to nursing excellence. She takes pride in
providing excellent care for her patients and goes above and beyond for them.
Her attention to detail is unmatched and she excels as a strong and caring patient
advocate. Brenda recently completed her CCRN and her BSN which exemplifies her
commitment to developing herself as a professional nurse. Brenda is a leader and
clinical expert on the unit as well. She frequently takes on the role of charge nurse
and also enjoys precepting new hires and student nurses. Brenda is caring towards
her patients and their families. She is also positive and direct with her coworkers,
promoting that the entire team works to maintain a high standard of patient care. It
is my extreme honor to work with Brenda and I would love to see her recognized as
the excellent nurse she is.
Nominated by: Gisele Commins

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S QUA K ERTOW N | UPP ER BUCKS C A MPUS
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Luke LoRusso, BSN, RN
MedSurg3

I had the pleasure of working with Luke on MedSurg when he was a PCA and for a
short time after he passed his boards. From the first day I met him I knew he would
be an amazing nurse. His positivity and attention to detail make connecting to his
patients look easy. His dedication to his patients is clear through how he interacts
and cares for them. He continuously goes above and beyond. He takes the time to
explain things thoroughly and you can tell he always has a smile on his face (even
with a mask on). When one of his patients has a procedure, they need in APU, he
personally transports them downstairs. While rounding on the floor I often find him
in patient’s rooms talking to them. I do discharge phone calls for MedSurg and his
name is often mentioned when we ask if there is anyone you would like to recognize
for doing a good job. I often hear that everyone was great, but Luke really stood
out to them. His patients love him. He truly goes above and beyond for them. It is
clear that Luke loves his job and is passionate about it. I can’t think of anyone who
deserves this award more than Luke.
Nominated by: Devery Palmer
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ST. LUK E’S QUA K ERTOW N | UPP ER BUCKS C A MPUS
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Joseph Rittenhouse, BHT
Behavioral Health Unit

Joe Rittenhouse is a prime example of hard work and dedication. He demonstrates
commitment to the patients on a daily basis, providing the best care, running
groups, and helping individuals with their specific needs during their time of crisis.
Joe will sit and/or walk with patients to help them through their difficult times,
or just lend a listening ear. He has a great rapport with many of the patients and
brings so much experience from previous employment that is so beneficial and
helps many. He is caring and helpful with staff members on each shift and is always
willing to come in early or stay late to help the needs of the unit. Joe Rittenhouse is
what it means to be #STLUKESPROUD.
Nominated by: Elizabeth Rinehart

Megan Rose, PCA
Labor & Delivery

Megan started with our unit in August of 2021 when it opened. Prior to this, she
was a PCA in the ICU. Megan is a great addition to our team. She excels in the
PCA roll and also is a great addition to the unit clerk team, which she did not do
before. Megan is always looking for ways she can help on the unit. She is always
doing things without being asked which is an amazing quality to have on the unit.
Megan works closely with the whole interdisciplinary team and exemplifies the
term “teamwork.” Megan also picks up on the ICU occasionally to help when they
are short staffed. She is a very flexible team player and is always willing to help
wherever she is needed. We always get nice feedback from patients about Megan
and her positive attitude. The setting of L&D/NICU is new to Megan and she is
always willing to learn new things. Megan’s willingness to help on the unit and
provide her teamwork is a great asset that we truly appreciate on our tiny unit. If
Megan does not have an assignment, she finds other ways to help on the unit such
as cleaning and stocking open rooms. Megan is a valued member of our team here
at SLUB L&D/NICU.
Nominated by: Madison Jones
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ST. LUK E’S QUA K ERTOW N | UPP ER BUCKS C A MPUS
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Elizabeth Heist, BSN, RN
Labor & Delivery

The Labor & Delivery and NICU Unit at SLUB opened in 2021 with Liz Heist at
the helm. Opening a new service line in a hospital is a difficult task yet this went
seamlessly with her leadership. She had the ability to respectfully and effectively
introduce St. Luke’s performance and quality standards to the Stoneridge OBGYN
group, new to the Network. She is inclusive and uses her teammates suggestions
to find solutions. She keeps the entire team well informed through a variety of
venues to ensure everyone is a part of the decision making. Liz is instrumental in
recruiting and retaining staff. 100% of the staff in both units signed the retention
bonus in August and they remain at 0% vacancy. Essential to opening up a new unit
is making sure the staff have proper education. Liz set up vendor days, simulations
(OR, ED, complex cases) and developed a scavenger hunt with a QR code. The
Press Ganey Scores are remarkable for this new unit with top decile at the 93%
rank. Liz Heist has done a phenomenal job leading her team in Patient Experience
and continues to provide our patients with top quality care.
Nominated by: Heather Rizzo

The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Jessica Wolf, BSN, RN
Emergency Department

Jess is the ideal example of a strong and motivational preceptor. Without hesitation,
she will make herself available to educate and support both our nursing students
and new hires. She has a positive and calm demeanor and outlook, even in the
most challenging situations or emergencies. It is always a priority to make sure her
student or orient receives the best experience, even on the busiest days. Jess takes
pride in the education she provides each and every day to ensure patients receive
the best and safest care both now and in the future. There is never a question she
cannot answer but humbly if there’s something she is not familiar with, she goes
out of her way to find the answer to teach and mirror the importance of “it is ok to
ask for help.” I am grateful to have a nurse like Jess on our unit and know everyone
is always in great hands with her by their side.
Nominated by: Tanya Vanluvanee
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ST. LUK E’S SAC R ED H E A RT C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Casey Backenstoe, RN
Emergency Department

Casey is a pillar in our department. He is an advocate for patients and staff. He is
wealth of clinical knowledge. You can, as I often do, approach him with any clinical
question and he always has information to share. Casey always has his door open
and is always willing to help you. On top of being knowledgeable, helpful, and so
very kind, he also has implemented great change in our department. There are far
too many examples of his impact on the day to day. He assists on the floor, provides
clinical education, lends an ear whenever you need it, and connects the team. On
a larger scale, Casey implemented the ED Unit Council in order to improve staff
satisfaction, patient outcomes, and begin QI projects such as door to EKG times,
as a team. In all, Casey is a role model for us all and exemplifies the qualities and
standards for the Image of Professionalism Award.
Nominated by: : Emily Santana

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Daniel Teles, RN
EAC

I would like to recognize Dan as a nurse that stands out above the rest. He brings
a positive attitude and contagious enthusiasm every single day. I chose Dan for
Commitment to Nursing Excellence because of the way he is truly committed to
providing his patients with excellent nursing care. Dan builds a professional rapport
with his patients but is also sensitive to their needs and builds up their strengths. He
treats every patient with dignity and respect and will take the time to sit and listen to
them play the guitar (or whatever it is that they want to show him). Dan builds solid
interprofessional relationships with his coworkers, practitioners and leadership,
creating a cohesive team approach to effectively care for patients. We are truly lucky
to have Dan in Behavioral Health and in our Network.
Nominated by: Sherri Dickey
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ST. LUK E’S SAC R ED H E A RT C A MPUS
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Katherine Kilcup, RN
Infusion Services

Kathy is the definition of someone so deserving of this award. She has a natural
ability to make every patient feel very at ease and she goes above and beyond when
instructing our new chemotherapy patients who are very nervous and anxious.
Imagine yourself coming for your first chemo treatment and you would be so
fortunate to have Kathy as your nurse. She takes the time to explain every aspect of
their treatment from their side effects to social aspects. She thoroughly answers any
and all questions to the best of her ability or she will find someone with the answer
if she doesn’t know. She treats her patients as if they are family and is very vested
in their care and well-being. SH infusion is truly blessed to have Kathy as part of our
team, but more importantly our patients get to benefit from a truly caring person,
who sees beyond the patient and their diagnosis, but the entire patient as a person.
Nominated by: Kristine Heverly & Donna Bydlon
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ST. LUK E’S SAC R ED H E A RT C A MPUS
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Angel Fernandez

Anesthesia Technician, Operating Room
Angel excels in his role as Anesthesia Tech and is always quick to jump in and help
out wherever is needed. His assistance to the CRNAs is invaluable and he anticipates
their needs before they even need to ask. Recently we had a locum CRNA here and
he was so impressed with Angel and his abilities and sense of teamwork. He stated
“Angel, hands down in one of the best anesthesia techs I have ever worked with”.
Angel also helps out the OR staff with positioning of the patients in the OR and by
transporting patients to and from the holding area. Angel is dedicated to his job and
the whole team all while making sure everything he does contributes to the best
outcomes for the patients. He takes great pride in his work and it shines through
every single day. Angel epitomizes the meaning of teamwork and this is why I
nominated him for this Award.
Nominated by: Shannon Boyer

Hemwatee Surajbali, PCA
7 Tower

Hemi is an extraordinary and experienced PCA. She works her hardest and goes
above and beyond every time she comes to work. There is never a complaint from
her; she comes to work to get her hours no matter what floor in the hospital it may be.
Whenever Hemi was floated from her unit to my unit; she always got right to work.
Even on a different unit she would help out some of our new PCAs on orientation and
learning new skills. She completes all her work tasks without me even having to ask.
The day goes by so smoothly whenever Hemi is working. She always puts a smile
on my face when I get to work with her. I feel like she is truly a team player. Her hard
work everywhere in the hospital deserves to be rewarded.
Nominated by: Jacqueline Sesholtz
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ST. LUK E’S SAC R ED H E A RT C A MPUS
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Melissa Hawkey, RN

Older Adult Behavioral Health Unit
Melissa has demonstrated steadfast leadership since the transition of the BHUs
to the Sacred Heart Campus. She unified two distinct teams to create a culture of
unity and solidarity amongst staff. While all of our St. Luke’s leaders have shown
perseverance, teamwork, and leadership through the pandemic, Melissa’s team stood
up to the challenge of being the designated COVID BHU for the Network. Melissa
presented this work at the American Psychiatric Nurses Association conference and
was a true ambassador of St. Luke’s. This added scope of responsibility was and
is a heavy lift for Melissa and the entire OABHU team, yet they have demonstrated
incredible flexibility, teamwork, and resilience. This is due to Melissa’s leadership
and the culture she has created to nurture a healthy work environment. Melissa has
a quiet way about herself, but she does not shy away from a challenge. Her calm
inner strength has garnered the respect and trust of her staff. Thank you for your
leadership, and you are well-deserving of this prestigious recognition.
Nominated by: Christina Zelko-Bennick

The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Milad Berro, RN

Emergency Department
I have worked alongside with Milad his entire nursing career and have therefore had
the chance to watch his personal and professional growth. Milad has assisted the
ER by orienting experienced RN’s, and precepting new graduate RNs throughout
their ED Fellowship. This willingness to invest in his coworkers and our department,
is impressive and guides our team towards success. Milad is frequently recognized
by his trainees for explaining concepts clearly, providing meaningful feedback,
and for being knowledgeable on various emergency medical conditions. Using this
knowledge and clinical experience, I have watched as Milad encourages his students
to ask questions, actively seek new experiences, and to step out from their own
comfort zones so that they can progress and grow under his guidance.
Nominated by: Casey Backenstoe & Emily Santana

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S SC HOOL OF NURSING
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award
Susan Bush, MSN, RN
Susan is an extraordinary person and clinician. She is a highly skilled, extremely
knowledgeable, compassionate team player who consistently displays and promotes
the highest ethical standards. She effectively demonstrates the true meaning of
nurse, educator, and advocate. Susan is a positive role model and a collaborative
interdisciplinary team player. She continually advances her own personal knowledge
and exemplifies what it means to be a lifelong learner. In addition, she mentors
and coaches her students and other instructors in achieving professional goals and
development.
Nominated by: Ryan Pishock
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V ISIT ING NURSE ASSO C I AT ION OF ST. LUK E’S
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Scott Christ, RN
VNA – Home Health

I nominate Scott Christ for the Excellence in Teamwork award. Scott fulfills an essential
role as the admission nurse for his team. With Scott taking ownership of the bulk of
the Admissions on the Central team, the RN Case Managers have more time to provide
consistent care to the patients on their caseloads. Scott has worked to fine tune his
Admission process and he continually makes readjustments to maximize efficiency.
He is very detail-oriented and works with physicians to sort out inconsistencies at the
start of care, which provides patients with a more seamless transition from hospital to
home. This benefits patients by helping them remain compliant with their medical care
and avoid rehospitalization, which in turn positively impacts St. Luke’s Home Health
rehospitalization rate. Scott’s credibility benefits the nurses on his team because they
know that Scott is reliable to follow up on any outstanding tasks and discrepancies
at Admission. He communicates effectively with the RN Case Managers and other
members of his team to facilitate a smooth Admission to Home Health services. Scott is
respectful and collaborative with the Quality Department team as well. He consistently
adheres to internal processes, and he is always open to OASIS guidance and other
feedback related to Quality metrics. Scott has been a pleasure to collaborate with on
Quality Initiatives, and he a great asset not only to his colleagues on the Central team,
but to the entire Team at St. Luke’s Home Health.
Nominated by: : Tiffany Chandler

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Janet Belovich RN
VNA – Home Health

Janet is dedicated to the VNA, patients and peers through her commitment to
Nursing. Janet is consistent in her role. She critically manages her responsibilities,
focusing on the outcomes of the patient and clinician. Janet is available to others,
new and experienced. When planning patient care, she takes into consideration skill
and geography, focusing on the specific attributes of the patient and clinician with a
goal toward positive outcomes. I have heard Janet speaking to patients, families and
clinicians guiding and supporting them with clinical, socio economic and emotional
issues. A quote from a co -worker, “Janet always thinks ahead, she calls physicians,
will research patient issues, gives thorough and kind patient feedback and is willing
to do what is best for the patient.” Florence Nightingale described nursing as “the act
of utilizing the environment of the patient to assist him in his recovery.” Taking into
consideration the patient environment and available resources, Janet guides patients
and caregivers in the promotion of health, management of illness and resources to
attain the optimal level of wellness. She will take the time to support another. She
collaborates with managers to gain insight to better serve others. Janet stands out
for her dedication to the nursing profession. Her tenure spans 18 years as a clinical
coordinator, contributing to the nursing profession and assisting to cultivate new
nurses. Janet’s role as a clinical coordinator entrusts her with the responsibility to
nurture and maintain nurses. She lives up to her commitment to nursing, every day.
Nominated by: Barbara Buchanan
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V ISIT ING NURSE ASSO C I AT ION OF ST. LUK E’S
The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Mary Tornetta, RN
VNA – Home Health

Mary Tornetta RN exemplifies all qualities included in the Relationship with the Patient
Award category. Mary’s parish nursing background enhances the care she delivers to
her home health patients. Mary speaks to patients professionally, assesses the patient,
and can relate her assessment findings in teaching patients in a manner that is easy for
the lay patient to understand. I love to make home visits with Mary just to see her teach
and explain cardiac disease as compared to a car motor! Patients get it!!! They trust
Mary’s assessment skills and the education she provides. Mary incorporates a holistic
assessment focusing on mind, body, and spirit and respects all religious beliefs and
often prays with patients. For example, on one occasion, an elderly patient, who lived
alone, with no caregiver, needed to be hospitalized with admission planned to a rehab
to regain her strength. The woman was so upset that she would not have anyone care
for her dog. Mary facilitated arranging care for the dog while the patient went through
her hospitalization and rehab. The patient graciously accepted Mary’s assistance,
knowing she could trust Mary. Once the patient returned home, she notified Mary, and
Mary arranged for the dog to return home. Mary’s consistent care delivery approach
puts the patient at ease with recovery. Her continued focus of healing and wellness
results in positive patient compliance producing improved outcomes. Mary is a shining
star and brings so much joy to her patients with the personalized care delivery she
provides.
Nominated by: : Jaime Neiman
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V ISIT ING NURSE ASSO C I AT ION OF ST. LUK E’S
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
Lori Tompkins
VNA – Hospice

Lori has been with hospice for almost 29 years and has never skipped a beat. Lori
is a strong advocate for her patients and families. At hospice, one of the volunteer
services provided was having patient’s shirts turned into memory pillows. Over the
last few years this service had stopped. Lori took it upon herself to find a volunteer to
start making the memory pillows again, so families would have something special to
remember their loved ones with. Lori takes her job very seriously and comes prepared
with a smile each day. One of our social workers that newly met Lori expressed how
much she enjoys working with her. She said the nursing home is not the easiest
environment to work in, yet Lori does so in a way that she has never seen before. “Lori
has a way, a way that I would be at ease if she were caring for my own mother or father.
She is kind, she is caring, she is compassionate. She is literally our eyes and ears. I have
had the opportunity to see Lori at work and quite frankly she makes our job as an MSW
easier since the patients already know and trust her. Work aside, Lori is a gem…the kind
of person you are around and forget all the mayhem that surrounds.” This is one of the
multiple comments that I receive on a weekly basis regarding Lori. She epitomizes what
it means to deliver world class hospice care to her patients.
Nominated by: : Bonnie Lynch

Linda Rosario
VNA – Hospice

Linda works as a home health aide for hospice. She is a valued member of our team.
Linda has received many letters of appreciation for the care she provided to patients
and families. She is thoughtful, compassionate and a strong advocate for her patients.
She holds the team to high standards in the care provided to patients. Linda has
excellent communication skills with the nurses and will keep them updated on changes
in condition with patients. She has a positive energy that is contagious to all those
around. Many other home health aides look up to Linda for support and as a leader.
Linda is often the voice for the HHA team.
Nominated by: : Bonnie Lynch

Nursing Excellence Awards
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V ISIT ING NURSE ASSO C I AT ION OF ST. LUK E’S
The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm Excellence
in Nursing Leadership Award
Stacy Sheckler, BS, RN
VNA – Home Health

I would like to nominate Stacy Sheckler for the Excellence in Nursing Leadership award.
Stacy sets a great example for her teammates by consistently doing the right thing.
She provides exemplary patient care and has received many Bravos from patients and
family members calling and writing in to praise her for the care she provided. Even
during the busiest of times when Stacy is stretched thin caring for her own patients,
she never declines an opportunity to pitch in for the good of the team, frequently
adding patients to her schedule to accommodate patient care needs. Stacy also sets
a fine example of how to document clearly and precisely. She directs care planning
and expectations for other clinicians who visit her patients when she is unable to
visit herself. She consistently follows internal processes, and her documentation
always supports medical necessity of patient care from a quality and reimbursement
perspective. Stacy precepts new nurses, provides support to her teammates, and is
always pleasant and cooperative. She is a pleasure to work with on committees and
Performance Improvement projects. Stacy Sheckler deserves to be recognized for her
contributions to excellence in nursing leadership at St. Luke’s Home Health.
I nominate Stacy Sheckler for the Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm
Excellence in Nursing Leadership Award.
I observed Stacy interact with confidence and caring our first day together in 2018. The
patient’s trust and respect for Stacy was evident. I accompanied Stacy for her annual
2021 evaluation. Stacy explained to the very ill patient what his symptoms indicated.
She alerted the physician in a supremely professional manner and called the patient’s
spouse assuring he had adequate support. Later Stacy contacted the patient directly
to check in. She did not need to make this extra call. She made the call because she
always “recognizes that human caring is based on the establishment of trust and is
focused on maintaining the integrity of mind, body and spirit. She respects the dignity
and worth of each person.” Last year Stacy added a patient, despite the patient being
far from her territory. She said, “What are you going to do, the poor guy is sick and
needs the help” (classic Stacy). Stacy was recognized with 28 Bravos in less than
four years, commended by the Quality, Intake, and Rehab Departments, Managers,
Clinical Coordinators, peers, precepted nurses, and educators. A great work ethic,
great attitude, and great gift for excellent nursing; Stacy’s integrity and leadership is
the glue that holds our team together. Patients and coworkers speak about Stacy with
warmth and joy. She is reliable, strong in her convictions of quality care, and always
trustworthy
Nominated by: : Tiffany Chandler & Jennifer Cullen

Nursing Excellence Awards
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V ISIT ING NURSE ASSO C I AT ION OF ST. LUK E’S
The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice Award
Antoinette Kratzer, BSN, RN
VNA – Home Health

Toni has been a preceptor for many years. Her excellence in teaching and guidance has
yielded many quality Home Health Care nurses. The orientees report she is patient,
knowledgeable and thorough. Toni brings much experience in home health care to
include theory and clinical practice. Throughout the years, she has experienced and
adapted to many changes, including regulations, policies, procedures and environment,
incorporating them into her practice. She demonstrates the ability to apportion
education and individualizes orientation to meet the needs of the nurse. Orientees
have commented on her ability to manage her patients and provide education and
direction while performing clinical skills seamlessly. As the VNA embarks on EPIC, Toni
has been engaged from the start and identified as a super user. In this role she again
will be a means of support for the staff. Toni has been a constant at the VNA and a
dependable resource. She has been able to integrate technology, assisting others with
the use of technology and improving efficiency. Toni is presently enrolled and pursuing
the advancement of her profession as Nurse Practitioner. Tara, nurse educator for the
VNA shared, when Toni is precepting one of our orientees, she walks away knowing
they will have an invaluable experience. Tara’s description of Toni is, “Toni personifies,
confidence, patience and skill” “A great communicator and an asset to our team.”
Nominated by: : Barbara Buchanan

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S WA RR EN C A MPUS
The Bogdan Family Image of Professionalism Award
Rajvir Kaur, BSN, RN
4 North

Raj is one of the best nurses I’ve worked with during my 25-year career. Raj’s
knowledge of her specialty has made her such a loving and caring nurse. She not only
completes she do her responsibilities, but she is also an exceptional team player. She
cares for patients and their families from deep within her heart. During this pandemic,
Raj went above and beyond. She leads by example and commits so much of her time
to her patients, families, and her peers. It is an honor and a pleasure to work with her.
Please accept my Excellence of Nursing nomination for the Image of Professionalism to
Rajvir Kaur.
Nominated by: : Amy Marsteller

The Steve & Nancy Hovey Commitment to Nursing Excellence Award
Elizabeth Depre, BSN, RN
Imaging Services

Elizabeth is passionate about her work. She makes patients feel calm and at ease during
their procedures. Elizabeth follows the care of these patients post biopsy to ensure
they are doing okay, and she possess the knowledge to assist them when they have a
need. She comforts our patients when a biopsy comes back positive, and she provides
guidance through the process. She provides comfort to patients who are afraid to have
a mammogram or a biopsy. She communicates with them until they feel ready to have
the procedure done. After Elizabeth speaks with our patients, they feel comforted and
informed.
Nominated by: Stephanie Storm

The Alan C. & Jean L. Dillman Relationship with Patient Award
Madison Beaumont, BSN, RN
Imaging Services

I have the privilege of working with this absolute wonderful, caring and kind nurse who
takes such great care of her patients with such a gentle kind and caring heart. Madison
is patient, she never rushes her care. She makes sure her patients are content, safe,
and comfortable. Madison develops a relationship with each patient she cares for, and
they are grateful that she is their nurse. Occasionally I get to work with nurses who are
destined and meant to be a nurse, and Madison is one of these nurses. Madison has
the heart and soul of a truly wonderful caring nurse, and her patients adore her and feel
safe knowing she is the one caring for them. Madison, no matter what age, develops
that patient nurse relationship with each of her patients, especially the very young and
the very old. Madison deserves to be recognized for the wonderful nurse that she is and
the care that she gives.
Nominated by: Mary Fasanello & Sari Febiani

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S WA RR EN C A MPUS
The Jacqueline Sheehan Teamwork Award
AnnMarie Godsey, ERT
Emergency Department

AnnMarie is an excellent Patient Care Assistant (PCA). She provides great care to
our patients; she is self-motivated and very knowledgeable. As a nursing student
working in the PCA role, AnnMarie takes advantage of every opportunity to learn.
Going above and beyond comes natural to her. She evaluates the needs of the patient
and department and acts on them. For example, she ensures our patients receive
meals, ensures the department has enough IV pumps, and acts as a preceptor for our
newly hired staff. Teamwork is an important ingredient in the Emergency Department.
AnnMarie has been wonderful to work with.
Nominated by: : Sari Febiani

Rosann Kopas, LPN

SLPG Village Medical Center
Rosie is an LPN who has been with our network for over 30 years! She always comes
to work with a positive attitude and is always willing to help where needed. She is the
queen of Prior Authorizations in our office. She will do whatever she can to ensure
the approval of patients’ medications. Most of our patients know her by name and
always ask for her. She is an excellent Clinical member, but what makes her great, is
her BIG heart! Rosie is compassionate and will surely make you smile! She is very
approachable and always available for her peers. I remember my first day as a new
employee, she was the person that made me feel at home and gave me words of
encouragement! Rosie, you ROCK!
Nominated by: : Jesica Moore, Jenny Lopez, Ashley Capite

The Michael & Dorothy Jahre and Roderick & Jane Timm Excellence
in Nursing Leadership Award
Heather Sponder, BSN, RN
Emergency Department

Heather Sponder has recently accepted the position as Manager of the Emergency
Room. She commits herself to our department like no other leader I have ever worked
under. Heather has gone above and beyond in our department especially in the last few
months of 2021. She has come in during the night to help during staffing challenges
and when the acuity was higher than we were prepared for. Heather has right sized our
staffing to meet the needs of our department. Many nurses have joined our team from
other departments, and we have also welcomed new graduates to our team. Heather
commits herself to our patients, our doctors, and our staff. She encourages and
supports the staff daily. Her commitment shines through in all that she does.
Nominated by: Mary Fasanello

Nursing Excellence Awards
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ST. LUK E’S WA RR EN C A MPUS
The Ruth Greenblat Exemplar Preceptor in Clinical Practice
Award Network Awards
Kristen Disbrow, RN
Emergency Department

Kristen is an exemplary mentor to all staff, especially our new graduate nurses. She
willingly and generously shares her knowledge with everyone. She is kind, patient, and
maintains a calm demeanor. Kristen encourages everyone to do better. She leads by
example as she cares for our patients and manages the operations of the emergency
room during the night shift. The Emergency Department is a difficult setting for a new
graduate nurse. Kristen assesses their learning needs, offers them every opportunity
to experience the care of different patient populations and guides them through the
entire process. When new nurses are struggling and feel like they may not successfully
complete orientation, Kristen steps in and creates the most amazing nurses. Our
department would not the same without and every day, I am thankful to have the
opportunity to have her to guide my practice and care for our patients.
Nominated by: : Mary Fasanello & Sari Febiani

Network Awards

The Dr. Stephen and Sabina Olenchock Advanced Practice Award
Jennifer Bloch, MSN, CRNP, ACHPN
St. Luke’s Anderson Campus
Ms. Bloch stepped into the role of AP lead for Palliative & Supportive Care just over a
year ago. In this time, she has taken the AP team to a new level. Under her leadership
the team has grown, not only in size, but in their ability to care for the most vulnerable
patient population. Furthermore, her delivery of care is awe-inspiring. She has a natural
gift that puts patients and families immediately at ease. It is not uncommon for us to get
requests specifically to speak with Ms. Bloch. She seamlessly transitions from caring
for a cancer patient with complex symptom needs, to the dying patient in the critical
care unit, and even to the young family who have a premature baby in our neonatal unit.
Her compassion, truly, has no limits. And, like any great RN, she takes an active role in
teaching. The experience she provides to NP students is exceptional and she has requests
from multiple schools in the region to precept. She provides both formal and informal
lectures to oncology nurses, our HPM fellows, and for NICHE. Her smile and laughter are
infectious, and she brings joy to all those who work with her- not to mention her fashion
sense is impeccable! I have worked with many CRNPs, I can say, with confidence, Ms.
Bloch is one of our best!
Jennifer Bloch is the epitome of patient advocacy and someone that others should
emulate in the dedication to their patients. She always shows a level of sympathy that
seems unmatched by most other providers. She is always willing to listen to a case
and have input on whether palliative medicine can offer that patient service and she
approaches each case differently because she understands that each patient is different.
I had one particular patient with Jennifer in which he was ready to go on hospice care,
but the family was very vulnerable emotionally. Jennifer coordinated for pastoral care
to work with the patient to help him build the confidence to tell his family his decision to
withdraw care. She then helped set up a family meeting where the hospice liaison, the
same pastoral care work representative, and herself were involved to be with the patient
while he told his family that he wanted to stop pursuing treatment. The patient, after the
meeting and his family had left, expressed to me how grateful he was to have the help
of the team to support him by having that discussion with his family. Jen, being the one
that helped set up the meetings and have the conversations with him, helped him come
to a decision where he could find peace between himself and his family and pass with
comfort. Jennifer is someone that truly embraces her role as a palliative care AP and even
more so as an advocate for her patients.
Nominated by: Daniel Church & Erin Bendas

Network Awards

The Mrs. Margaret Peters Patient Care Manager of the Year Award
Tamela Wytovich, RN, BSN
Geisinger St. Luke’s
Tammy is the total package as a leader. GSL is a small, rural campus challenged with
managing sicker patients with limited space and less staff. Tammy’s team has cared
for the bulk of surge patients as volumes increased. She always manages up while
relentlessly supporting and advocating for her team and their patients. She is frequently
answering call bells, giving meds, and helping with patient care because she understands
that staff have their limits, especially when stretched. When other units desperately
needed help, Tammy evaluated her department and, without sacrificing patient safety,
offered to send a nurse to care for ED hold patients whenever feasible. She works
tirelessly to recruit and fill vacancies, squeezing in interviews wherever she can and
boasting of one of the lower vacancy rates for nursing. Tammy invests in her staff, taking
the time to know them on a professional and personal level. She supports educational
initiatives, prioritizes getting staff to skills sessions, and communicates any learning gaps
she identifies. Through it all, she never let quality or process improvement falter. She
instituted a Falls Committee which submitted their work for a 2021 Quality Award. Leader
Rounds remained a priority – contributing to GSL leading the network for Inpatient Press
Ganey scores and GSL’s receipt of the Guardian of Excellence award. She often mentors
new leaders, including colleagues at GSL as well as participants of the Leadership
Fellowship. Tammy deserves recognition for her dedication and ability to support staff
and keep patients safe.
I could not think of any other manager more deserving of the Patient Care Manager of the
Year Award, than Tammy Wytovich. I can only imagine the challenges she has faced these
past couple of years with staffing shortages, overwhelming patient census, and meeting
patient care needs. What I admire the most about Tammy and is essential in managing
a department, is a leader who has emotional control and balance. During the most
stressful times Tammy manages to get the job done. She spends quality time researching
problems and solving them. i.e., Massimo’s that were not sensing correctly. Another
quality of Tammy is her ability to express empathy, compassion, and understanding
towards team members/employees. At times of grieving and illness, she will always
follow up and ask how one’s health issues are progressing. Tammy makes us feel special
all the time. She gives us recognition and respect. An example of this is just by saying
good morning or goodnight to us. It may seem to be so simple/trivial, but it matters to
employees just like it matters to our patients when we acknowledge them. Anytime we
have an issue or problem no matter what it is Tammy has a good ear and has time for
us (another example of giving recognition to our patients as well!). I never feel under
pressure or uncomfortable when Tammy is on the unit when I am working. I am very
relaxed with her-that is because I know I have her support and she has my back!
Nominated by: Keelia Maccarone & Elizabeth Anastasides

Network Awards

The Donna Sabol Excellence in Quality and Patient Safety Award
Amelia Correll, BSN, RN, CAOHC, NIOSH
St. Luke’s Care Now
Amy (Amelia) Correll has been vital to the education of the providers/nurses/techs in
the Care Now service line. She is responsible for all the new hire orientation schedules
and trainings. This responsibility alone has her on the road daily to our 18 sites. She
partners daily with our managers to provide education and remediation for all our clinical
staff. The staff have come to see Amy as an advocate for their positions, continually
providing feedback and recommendations on how to improve our programs, our clinical
competencies, and our workflow. During COVID she traveled to each site educating the
teams on PPE, COVID clinical protocols and providing swabbing education and guidance.
On many occasions Amy worked shifts at the Care Now sites because our staffing was
unable to keep up with the volumes. She was not asked to do this, she did this because
as a nurse she saw a need and wanted to ensure quality and safe care for all our patients.
When Amy heard the swabbing sites needed assistance, she scheduled herself to cover
shifts at the tent. Amy has shown a commitment to our teams, she lives PCRAFT daily
in all of her interactions and is an example of working with pride and compassion. She
does not work your normal “9-5” schedule. Outside of her assigned duties Amy asked
leads our Quality Committee, our Emergency Response Committee, and our quarterly
education meeting. She is a true all-star very deserving of this recognition.
Amy plays an integral role in the Care Now service line. She has been in the newly
developed clinical educator role for 3 1/2 years. In that time, Amy has made significant
improvements in the education and orientation of our clinical staff in the Care Now.
She developed an orientation program that now includes numerous online learning
sessions in MEL, in-person hands on training classes to improve the skill of the staff, and
educations days for staff to learn the background information on the tasks they perform
all while making it fun for staff to learn. Additionally, she developed annual competencies
for our clinical staff. Every educational program that she develops is investigated to
ensure that there is evidence-based research to support the practice. She not only uses
the resources within the network but communicates with national organizations as well.
Amy is constantly looking for additional ways for staff to improve their skills. She is
currently working with the SLPG Academy to have our new staff attend those training
sessions as well. Ensuring patients’ safety comes first with Amy. There was a need for
our physician assistants to administer injections to patients in Care Now. Amy developed
a competency for those providers to complete in order to assure that they are performed
correctly. This is one of numerous competencies that she develops when the need arises.
Besides chairing several committees in safety, quality, and education, she is NIOSH
Certified in Spirometry and CAOHC Certified in Hearing Conservation.
Nominated by: Jeff Kowalski & Laurie Gates

Network Awards

The Katherine Evans Excellence in Behavioral Health Award
Louise Rosahac, LPN
St. Luke’s Sacred Heart Campus
It is with great pleasure that I nominate Louise Rosahac. Louise exhibits everything that
is envisioned when you think of what a nurse should be. She shows compassion and
understanding to everyone she encounters. Louise has earned the respect of patients
and staff. Even when dealing with some of our most challenging patients that does not
deter her from providing quality care with a smile on her face. Louise never hesitates to
help her fellow coworkers. She genuinely loves what she does, and it shows through her
enthusiasm and willingness to help others. She is great at educating her patients in a way
that makes them feel accomplished. Louise is absolutely amazing to work with she goes
out of her way for patients, staff, and family members. Louise is super inspirational, and it
is with great pleasure that I nominate her for the Excellence in Behavioral Health Award.
Louise has been a veteran in the Behavioral Health field for the past 50+ years. She is
fantastic with staff and patients. She is patient with new nurses and willing to help show
them the ropes of the unit. She truly takes care of staff on all shifts with the endless treats
she provides. She is a dedicated employee. A fantastic team player, she exemplifies this
by asking if anyone needs help and always willing to step in when needed on unit. It has
been my pleasure to work and learn from her. Please nominate her for the Katherine
Evans Excellence Award.
Nominated by: Abigail Dennis & Tisha Carter

Network Awards

The Sam Black Excellence in Community Health & Ambulatory
Preventive Medicine Awards
Community Health

Kathy Ramson, DNP, RN, DipACLM
Community Health
Kathy exemplifies all characteristics of excellence in her role as Network Director for Clinical
Operations in Community Health by seamlessly integrating community needs with network
services and increasing access to quality care for our underserved communities. Kathy’s
nursing expertise, 20 plus years of experience at St. Luke’s, and compassionate nature
give her a unique perspective. This has allowed Community Health’s diabetes, mobile van
services, smoking cessation, Parish Nursing, and healthy living initiatives (such as Tail
on the Trail) to grow and thrive. She has focused on sustaining these programs through
collaboratively improving funding/revenue management and streamlining processes, the
biggest of which has been working with Epic to improve workflows and create reporting
dashboards. Kathy has also assisted in working with network Quality teams to develop
our Community Health Department scorecard aligned with our strategic plan to ensure we
are properly capturing and reporting on our goals/outcomes. This allows us to show how
we serve our community and provide the care and resources they require to attain their
best health outcomes. Kathy was also an integral part of Community Health’s response
to the COVID-19 pandemic; the summer feeding programs in Allentown and Quakertown
drastically increased the number of meals and food provided for families while they were
experiencing unprecedented barriers brought on by the pandemic, such as job loss,
housing insecurity, and managing virtual learning environments for their children. Kathy is
a vital member of our Community Health team and models PCRAFT values among our team
and partners.
Nominated by: Rajika Reed

Network Awards

The Sam Black Excellence in Community Health & Ambulatory
Preventive Medicine Award
Primary Care

Inge Burlew, BS, RN
St. Luke’s Care Now
I have had the pleasure to work with Inge over the past 8 1/2 months at St. Luke’s Care
Now in Brodheadsville. I am an Emergency Medicine physician who recently transferred
over to Care Now, and Inge is one of those nurses who has made my transition much
easier and pleasant. She just stands out above the rest for many reasons. Inge is an
extremely hard worker. She anticipates your needs and goes above and beyond in taking
care of the patients. If she clinically thinks I will be ordering a culture, or swab, before I
tell her that I need it, it is already done. If a patient needs sutures, she has them ready.
Inge is extremely accountable, and her expertise as a nurse and her clinical judgement is
superb. She reminds me a lot of my past favorite fellow ER nurses. When they said that
they needed you in a room, you knew that patient was sick. She has that same sense.
One of her greatest traits is her personality. She always greets me and her patients with a
smile and makes every one of them feel at ease. She knows how to de-escalate a stressful
situation and treats every person as her equal. No matter how difficult the day may be,
when I see Inge as my nurse, I know that the patients will be getting great care, and that
we are going to have a good day working together as a team. She is the best!
Nominated by: Nancy Gabana

Network Awards

The Sam Black Excellence in Community Health & Ambulatory
Preventive Medicine Award
Specialty Care

Shyla Harris, BSN, RN
HOPE @ St. Luke’s Hospital
Shyla Harris truly exemplifies what it means to be a nurse and leader in the healthcare
setting. I have been working with Shyla since 2017, and since that time, she has grown
from a nurse to clinical coordinator, to now a manager. We work in an HIV/AIDS practice,
aimed at serving low-income individuals who are underinsured and uninsured. We offer
HIV care and primary care. Shyla has always gone above and beyond for our patients,
completing a critical analysis for each individual. She advocates for patient needs, high
quality care, and optimal health outcomes, while ensuring her staff and colleagues do the
same. Shyla has led our team through many initiatives, resulting in better collaboration
and standardization of our comprehensive team. Shyla has been a leader in implementing
our Rapid ART workflow, getting patients linked to HIV care and on medication within
7 days of diagnosis. Shyla significantly increased our patient visits with integrated
behavioral health by tracking visit volume data and developing a new workflow. She has
also helped to create a new workflow that led to the CRC completion rate to over 70% for
the past two years. Shyla is motivated, goal-oriented, and patient focused. As a whole,
our HIV program has grown because of Shyla’s outstanding organizational and leadership
skills. I have never seen someone so driven and determined to do what is best for our
patients and staff in the most efficient way possible. I cannot think of someone more
deserving of this award.
Nominated by: Kristen Bergenback
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St. Luke’s Center
for Nursing Excellence

Committed to Fostering Nursing Excellence
St. Luke’s is committed to providing an environment within our hospitals, practices and
communities that fosters nursing excellence through professional and personal growth.
St. Luke’s Center for Nursing Excellence was created to provide a forum to support nurses
in their lifelong commitment to learning and self-development. It is managed by nurses
for the purpose of advancing the profession of nursing.

St. Luke’s Center for Nursing Excellence is committed to:
•

Providing scholarships for nurses to continue their education
(pursue BSN, MSN or doctorate degrees)

•

Providing opportunities for nurses to receive specialty certifications

•

Hosting educational conferences with national keynote
speakers as a means to provide continuing education credits

•

Providing opportunities for nurses to attend national conferences

•

Providing funds for research projects

Applications for funding are available on the Nursing section of My Net.
A committee of nursing professionals meets monthly to review requests.
To donate to St. Luke’s Center for Nursing Excellence, please contact
Stephanie.Schweder-Kratzer
at 484-526-4307 or
Stephanie.Schweder-Kratzer@sluhn.org
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OF ST. LUKE’S C ENTER FO R NURS ING EXC ELLENC E!

The Florence Nightingale
Pledge
I solemnly pledge myself
before God and in
the presence of this assembly
to pass my life in purity
and to practice my
profession faithfully;
I will abstain from whatever is
deleterious and mischievous
and will not take or
knowingly administer any
harmful drug;
I will do all in my power
to maintain and
elevate the standard
of my profession,
and will hold in confidence
all personal matters
committed to my keeping
and all family affairs coming to
my knowledge
in the practice of my calling.
With loyalty will I endeavor
to aid the physician in his work,
and devote myself to the welfare
of those committed to my care.

